
Fast and 
the 

curious

Science Project Title:



Question: 

Does friction 
affect 
speed?



Materials Needed: 
● Cardboard
● Sand paper
● Card stock
● Hot glue
● Scissors
● Measuring tape
● Stopwatch
● Cabinet liner - polypropylene
● One hot wheel car



Purpose:

The purpose of this project is to explore 
if speed is affected by friction. Seeing if 
there is a connection between cars and 
different roadway material that may affect 
how we drive or react due to friction. 



Hypothesis:
:If a surface is more rough, 
then the greater friction it 
will produce and the car’s 
speed will decrease. 



Directions of experiment:
1.) Research Common materials and how friction coefficient are assigned
2.) Create a ramp with three different tracks of materials
3.) Hot glue the cardboard ramp and the tracks using sand paper, cabinet 

liner/polypropylene, and one that will stay cardboard. 
4.) Take the hot wheels car and test run for 10 trials
5.) Record trial times using a stopwatch, using nearest tenths of a 

seconds. 
6.) Record my data from the 10 trials
7.) Find mean, median, mode, range- common measures
8.) Create a line graph to show differences in time trials
9.) Summarize my results 



Data Research of common 

materials: Material Friction 
Coefficient

Sandpaper 0.061

cardboard 0.300

polypropylene 0.620

Source credit: https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/friction-coefficients-d_778.html



Photo credit: http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/frict3.html



Photo of how friction works: 

Photo credit: https://civilmint.com/friction/



Time Trials
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Trial 6 Trial 7 Trial 8 Trial 9 Trial 10

Sand
Paper

Card
Board
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polypropylene



Time Trials written:



Photos of construction of tracks: 



Photo of testing time trials: 



Central Measures Data: 

Mean Median Mode Range
Sand
Paper

Card
Board

Cabinet liner 
- polypropylene



Written Central Measures:



Written Line Graph Comparison of Materials:



Results:

My hypothesis was correct, after ten trials 
using the same hotwheels car, the cabinet 
liner-polypropylene had the slowest time out 
of all three materials. Since polypropylene 
has the highest coefficient friction of 0.620 
(Engineering Toolbox), it produces the most 

friction that made the car go slower. 



Summary:

In the real world, friction does not only affect 
speed, it affects every material we interact with. 
Therefore, a friction coefficient value is assigned to 
all material that measures friction. If I was to further 
my research or extend my experiment, I would look 
into how companies or products use friction and 
how the friction coefficient is applied. 



Website sources:

https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/friction-coefficients-d_778.html

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/frict3.html

https://phys.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/Conceptual_Physics/Book%3A_Body_Phy
sics_-_Motion_to_Metabolism_(Davis)/06%3A_Forces_within_the_Body/6.04%3A
_Friction_in_Joints
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